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America and the Great War D. Clayton James 2014-09-12 In America and the Great War, 1914-1920, the accomplished writing team of D. Clayton James and Anne Sharp Wells
provides a succinct account of the principal military, political, and social developments in United States History as the nation responded to, and was changed by, a world in
crisis. A forthright examination of America's unprecedented military commitment and actions abroad, America and the Great War includes insights into the personalities of key
Allied officers and civilian leaders as well as the evolution of the new American "citizen soldier." Full coverage is given to President Wilson's beleaguered second term,
the experience of Americans-including women, minorities, and recent arrivals-on the home front, and the lasting changes left in the Great War's wake.
Time and Revolution Stephen E. Hanson 2000-11-09 Stephen Hanson traces the influence of the Marxist conception of time in Soviet politics from Lenin to Gorbachev. He argues
that the history of Marxism and Leninism reveals an unsuccessful revolutionary effort to reorder the human relationship with time and that this reorganization had a direct
impact on the design of the central political, socioeconomic, and cultural institutions of the Soviet Union from 1917 to 1991. According to Hanson, westerners tend to
envision time as both rational and inexorable. In a system in which 'time is money,' the clock dominates workers. Marx, however, believed that communist workers would be
freed of the artificial distinction between leisure time and work time. As a result, they would be able to surpass capitalist production levels and ultimately control time
itself. Hanson reveals the distinctive imprint of this philosophy on the formation and development of Soviet institutions, arguing that the breakdown of Gorbachev's
perestroika and the resulting collapse of the Soviet Union demonstrate the failure of the idea.
Writing the Great War Christoph Cornelissen 2020-11-01 From the Treaty of Versailles to the 2018 centenary and beyond, the history of the First World War has been
continually written and rewritten, studied and contested, producing a rich historiography shaped by the social and cultural circumstances of its creation. Writing the Great
War provides a groundbreaking survey of this vast body of work, assembling contributions on a variety of national and regional historiographies from some of the most
prominent scholars in the field. By analyzing perceptions of the war in contexts ranging from Nazi Germany to India’s struggle for independence, this is an illuminating
collective study of the complex interplay of memory and history.
Art and Protest in Putin's Russia Lena Jonson 2015-02-20 The Pussy Riot protest, and the subsequent heavy handed treatment of the protestors, grabbed the headlines, but this
was not an isolated instance of art being noticeably critical of the regime. As this book, based on extensive original research, shows, there has been gradually emerging
over recent decades a significant counter-culture in the art world which satirises and ridicules the regime and the values it represents, at the same time putting forward,
through art, alternative values. The book traces the development of art and protest in recent decades, discusses how art of this kind engages in political and social
protest, and provides many illustrations as examples of art as protest. The book concludes by discussing how important art has been in facilitating new social values and in
prompting political protests.
Peasant Metropolis David L. Hoffmann 2018-08-06 During the 1930's, 23 million peasants left their villages and moved to Soviet cities, where they comprised almost half the
urban population and more than half the nation's industrial workers. Drawing on previously inaccessible archival materials, David L. Hoffmann shows how this massive
migration to the cities—an influx unprecedented in world history—had major consequences for the nature of the Soviet system and the character of Russian society even today.
Hoffmann focuses on events in Moscow between the launching of the industrialization drive in 1929 and the outbreak of war in 1941. He reconstructs the attempts of Party
leaders to reshape the social identity and behavior of the millions of newly urbanized workers, who appeared to offer a broad base of support for the socialist regime. The
former peasants, however, had brought with them their own forms of cultural expression, social organization, work habits, and attitudes toward authority. Hoffmann
demonstrates that Moscow's new inhabitants established social identities and understandings of the world very different from those prescribed by Soviet authorities. Their
refusal to conform to the authorities' model of a loyal proletariat thwarted Party efforts to construct a social and political order consistent with Bolshevik ideology. The
conservative and coercive policies that Party leaders adopted in response, he argues, contributed to the Soviet Union's emergence as an authoritarian welfare state.
Underground Railways of the World Oswald Stevens Nock 1973 Describes subterranean transportation linking city dwellers with urban business areas in cities including London,
Paris, New York, San Francisco, Madrid, Moscow, etc.
Political Culture and National Identity in Russian Ukrainian Relations Mikhail A. Molchanov 2002 In this provocative study, Mikhail A. Molchanov analyzes the political and
cultural factors that underlie modern national identities in Russia and Ukraine and systematically compares the political cultures of these two historically similar, yet
profoundly different nations. He views national identities as constructed, multiple, and sometimes competing images of the national self. He sees political culture as a key
determinant of national identity and emphasizes the critical role it plays as a vehicle of change and development. Like culture, national identity is a constructed
phenomenon, a means to organize and structure cultural resources to fit current political and social needs. The author argues that domestic and international factors shape
national identities, which are not an inherent characteristic of a people, but arise in interaction with the national "other." The "self-other" relationship is therefore a
key element of national identity, particularly in newly independent states, of which Ukraine is a prime example. In culturally similar duos, like Russia and Ukrain,
historical and cultural proximity complicate dialogue, yet allow mutually acceptable accommodations. Following the breakup of the Soviet Union, national identities had to be
reconstructed or re-created. The relationship between Russians, the core political people in the U.S.S.R., and Ukrainians, the perennial junior brothers, changed following
the disintegration of the Soviet state. Molchanov questions the extent to which Russians have been able to construct an identity apart from that of the Soviet Union, arguing
that the system denationalized them in an attempt to create the ideal A Soviet Man. He sees Ukraine as both dependent on Russia and struggling to forge a new national
identity in conscious opposition to Russian influence. Molchanov doubts the viability of a Ukrainian nationalist project, because he believes that a majority of the
Ukrainian population gravitate toward Russia culturally and linguistically. Molchanov sees Ukraine neither as Russia's victim, nor as its opposite. Unlike those who fear a
resurgent Russia and who argue that it should be contained by local nationalisms in the "near abroad." Molchanov believes this strategy can lead only to estrangement between
Russia and its neighbors. In addition, Russia=s recent opening and demonstrated support of the U.S. is too valuable to the world to be sacrificed to a new variant of the
containment strategy.
The Ghost of the Executed Engineer Loren Graham 1996-02-01 Stalin ordered his execution, but here Peter Palchinsky has the last word. As if rising from an uneasy grave,
Palchinsky’s ghost leads us through the miasma of Soviet technology and industry, pointing out the mistakes he condemned in his time, the corruption and collapse he
predicted, the ultimate price paid for silencing those who were not afraid to speak out. The story of this visionary engineer’s life and work, as Loren Graham relates it, is
also the story of the Soviet Union’s industrial promise and failure. We meet Palchinsky in pre-Revolutionary Russia, immersed in protests against the miserable lot of
laborers in the tsarist state, protests destined to echo ironically during the Soviet worker’s paradise. Exiled from the country, pardoned and welcomed back at the outbreak
of World War I, the engineer joined the ranks of the Revolutionary government, only to find it no more open to criticism than the previous regime. His turbulent career
offers us a window on debates over industrialization. Graham highlights the harsh irrationalities built into the Soviet system—the world’s most inefficient steel mill in
Magnitogorsk, the gigantic and ill-conceived hydroelectric plant on the Dnieper River, the infamously cruel and mislocated construction of the White Sea Canal. Time and
again, we see the effects of policies that ignore not only the workers’ and consumers’ needs but also sound management and engineering precepts. And we see Palchinsky’s
criticism and advice, persistently given, consistently ignored, continue to haunt the Soviet Union right up to its dissolution in 1991. The story of a man whose gifts and
character set him in the path of history, The Ghost of the Executed Engineer is also a cautionary tale about the fate of an engineering that disregards social and human
issues.
Song Translation: Lyrics in Contexts Johan Franzon 2021-02-01 Song Translation: Lyrics in Contexts grew out of a project dedicated to the translation of song lyrics. The
book aligns itself with the tradition of descriptive translation studies. Its authors, scholars from Finland, Great Britain, Greece, Italy, Norway and Sweden, all deal with
the translation of song lyrics in a great variety of different contexts, including music and performance settings, (inter)cultural perspectives, and historical backgrounds.
On the one hand, the analyses demonstrate the breadth and diversity of the concept of translation itself, on the other they show how different contexts set up conditions
that shape translational practices and products in different ways. The book is intended for translation studies scholars as well as for musicologists, students of language
and/or music and practicing translators; in short, anybody interested in this creative and fascinating field of translational practice.
Russian Nationalism Marlene Laruelle 2018-10-10 This book, by one of the foremost authorities on the subject, explores the complex nature of Russian nationalism. It examines
nationalism as a multilayered and multifaceted repertoire displayed by a myriad of actors. It considers nationalism as various concepts and ideas emphasizing Russia's
distinctive national character, based on the country's geography, history, Orthodoxy, and Soviet technological advances. It analyzes the ideologies of Russia's ultranationalist and far-right groups, explores the use of nationalism in the conflict with Ukraine and the annexation of Crimea, and discusses how Putin's political opponents,
including Alexei Navalny, make use of nationalism. Overall the book provides a rich analysis of a key force which is profoundly affecting political and societal developments
both inside Russia and beyond.
The Stalin Cult Jan Plamper 2012-01-17 Between the late 1920s and the early 1950s, one of the most persuasive personality cults of all times saturated Soviet public space
with images of Stalin. A torrent of portraits, posters, statues, films, plays, songs, and poems galvanized the Soviet population and inspired leftist activists around the
world. In the first book to examine the cultural products and production methods of the Stalin cult, Jan Plamper reconstructs a hidden history linking artists, party
patrons, state functionaries, and ultimately Stalin himself in the alchemical project that transformed a pock-marked Georgian into the embodiment of global communism.
Departing from interpretations of the Stalin cult as an outgrowth of Russian mysticism or Stalin's psychopathology, Plamper establishes the cult's context within a broader
international history of modern personality cults constructed around Napoleon III, Mussolini, Hitler, and Mao. Drawing upon evidence from previously inaccessible Russian
archives, Plamper's lavishly illustrated and accessibly written study will appeal to anyone interested in twentieth-century history, visual studies, the politics of
representation, dictator biography, socialist realism, and real socialism.
Memory, Conflict and New Media Ellen Rutten 2013-04-12 This book examines the online memory wars in post-Soviet states – where political conflicts take the shape of heated
debates about the recent past, and especially World War II and Soviet socialism. To this day, former socialist states face the challenge of constructing national identities,
producing national memories, and relating to the Soviet legacy. Their pasts are principally intertwined: changing readings of history in one country generate fierce
reactions in others. In this transnational memory war, digital media form a pivotal discursive space – one that provides speakers with radically new commemorative tools.
Uniting contributions by leading scholars in the field, Memory, Conflict and New Media is the first book-length publication to analyse how new media serve as a site of
political and national identity building in post-socialist states. The book also examines how the construction of online identity is irreversibly affected by thinking about
the past in this geopolitical domain. By highlighting post-socialist memory’s digital mediations and digital memory’s transcultural scope, the volume succeeds in a twofold
aim: to deepen and refine both (post-socialist) memory theory and digital-memory studies. This book will be of much interest to students of media studies, post-Soviet
studies, Eastern European Politics, memory studies and International Relations in general.
Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors Fabio Orecchini 2011-10-17 What lies beyond the era of fossil fuels? While most answers focus on different primary energy
resources, Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors provides a completely new approach. Instead of providing a traditional consumption analysis of classical primary
energy resources such as oil, coal, nuclear power and gas, Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors describes and assesses energy technologies, markets and future
strategies, focusing on their capacity to produce, exchange, and use energy vectors. Special attention is given to the renewable energy resources available in different
areas of the world and made exploitable by the integration of energy vectors in the global energy system. Clear definitions of energy vectors and energy systems are used as
the basis for a complete explanation and assessment of up-to-date, available technologies for energy resources, transport and storage systems, conversion and use. The energy
vectors scheme allows the potential realization of a worldwide sustainable energy system to fulfill global development expectations by minimizing both the impact on the
environment, and the international political frictions for access to limited and concentrated resources. Energy Systems in the Era of Energy Vectors is an informative read
for researchers and advanced students in industrial, energy and environmental engineering. It also contains valuable information for managers and technicians working in the
energy sector.
Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema Peter Rollberg 2016-07-20 Russian and Soviet cinema occupies a unique place in the history of world cinema. Legendary
filmmakers such as Sergei Eisenstein, Vsevolod Pudovkin, Dziga Vertov, Andrei Tarkovsky, and Sergei Paradjanov have created oeuvres that are being screened and studied all
over the world. The Soviet film industry was different from others because its main criterion of success was not profit, but the ideological and aesthetic effect on the
viewer. Another important feature is Soviet cinema’s multinational (Eurasian) character: while Russian cinema was the largest, other national cinemas such as Georgian,
Kazakh, and Ukrainian played a decisive role for Soviet cinema as a whole. The Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema provides a rich tapestry of factual
information, together with detailed critical assessments of individual artistic accomplishments. This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Russian and Soviet Cinema
contains a chronology, an introduction, and a bibliography. The dictionary section has over 600 cross-referenced entries on directors, performers, cinematographers,
composers, designers, producers, and studios. This book is an excellent access point for students, researchers, and anyone wanting to know more about Russian and Soviet
Cinema.
War in Syria 2017 A detailed assessment of the organization and capabilities of special operations forces from around the world, including China, Iran, Israel, Jordan,
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Poland, Russia, Turkey, Ukraine, and more.
Dictionary of Russian Literature Since 1917 Wolfgang Kasack 1988 Offers profiles of Soviet writers, both approved and unapproved, and briefly discusses censorship, social
realism, and emigration
Advances in Biographical Methods Maggie O’Neill 2014-12-05 Rooted in a long and diverse genealogy, biographical approaches have developed from a focus upon a single story, a
‘life story’ and personal documents (e.g. diaries), to encompass (more routinely) autobiographical secondary and archival research and analysis - as well as multi-media,
arts based creative multi-sensory methods. Biographical Research and practices as part of human understanding helps people to make sense of what has been and what is
happening in their lives, cultures, communities and societies. Advances in Biographical Methods: Creative Applications takes up these themes: theorising, doing and applying
current advances in biographical methods. It demonstrates the momentum with which they areas are developing as a field of scholarship, especially in relation to creative
innovations and applications, such as in new forms of interview and other practices, and debates on its interlinking with art, performance and digital methods.
Selected Philosophical Essays Nikolai G. Chernyshevsky 2002 Nikolai Gavrilovich Chernyshevsky (1828-1889), educator, critic and revolutionary, was the son of a priest. He
was born in Saratov, Russia, in 1828. After graduating from a theological seminary in 1846, he enrolled in the University of St. Petersburg. Here he spent four years during
a period which may be described as perhaps the worst in the reactionary reign of Nicholas I. It was then that his social and political views took shape - largely under the
influence of the revolution of 1848 in Europe. He became a confirmed socialist, determined to devote himself to the cause of the emancipation of his people. Lenin wrote in
1901 of the powerful influence of "Chernyshevsky who knew how to bring up real revolutionaries even by censored articles."His influence rapidly grew and spread, particularly
among the intellectual revolutionary-minded commoners. Each article of his was eagerly read and distributed in handwritten copies. Before long the authorities decided to cut
short his activities, which, they realized, were highly dangerous to the tsarist regime. In the summer of 1862, Chernyshevsky was arrested and flung into a dungeon in the
Fortress of Peter and Paul. In the fortress he produced his major work, the novel What Is To Be Done? which profoundly influenced the Russian public.After two years in the
fortress, Chernyshevsky was sent to a penal camp in Siberia. It was only in 1883 that he was permitted to leave Siberia. He went to Astrakhan, where he lived for six years
under police surveillance. In 1889 he returned to his native Saratov, where he died the same year.
The Total Art of Stalinism Boris Groys 2011-08-08 From the ruins of communism, Boris Groys emerges to provoke our interest in the aesthetic goals pursued with such
catastrophic consequences by its founders. Interpreting totalitarian art and literature in the context of cultural history, this brilliant essay likens totalitarian aims to
the modernists’ goal of producing world-transformative art. In this new edition, Groys revisits the debate that the book has stimulated since its first publication.
The Making of the Soviet System Moshe Lewin 1985-01-01
Civil Society in Putin's Russia Elena A. Chebankova 2013 "Unlike other books on civil society in Russia which argue that Russia's civil society is relatively weak, and that
democratisation in Russia went into reverse following Vladimir Putin's coming to power, this book contends that civil society in Russia isdeveloping in a distinctive way. It
shows that government and elite-led drives to encourage civil society have indeed been limited, and that the impact of external promotion of civil society has also not been
very successful. It demonstrates, however, that independent domestic grassroots movements are beginning to flourish, despite difficulties and adverse circumstances, and that
this development fits well into the changing nature of contemporary Russian society."--Publisher's website.
Russian Second-language Textbooks and Identity in the Universe of Discourse Olga Mladenova 2004 This book provides an overview of the changes of the Second-Language Learning
discursive formation and the Identity discursive formation in Russian history. It proposes an explanatory model in which small-scale linguistic detail is joined with largerscale language units in order to illuminate matters of cultural importance in their linguistic guise.
The Leader Cult in Communist Dictatorships B. Apor 2004-10-09 The first book to analyze the distinct leader cults that flourished in the era of 'High Stalinism' as an
integral part of the system of dictatorial rule in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. Fifteen studies explore the way in which these cults were established, their function
and operation, their dissemination and reception, the place of the cults in art and literature, the exportation of the Stalin cult and its implantment in the communist
states of Eastern Europe, and the impact which de-Stalinisation had on these cults.
UNCTAD Handbook of Statistics 2019 United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 2019-12-10 This publication was first launched in 1967. Over the past 50
years, the handbook has evolved to incorporate new statistics and ensure that readers have access to the best possible information available. This edition continues in this
tradition and introduces 'nowcasted' estimates for total merchandised trade, total services trade and GDP on a worldwide basis.
The Great War in History Jay Winter 2020-12-03 The first comprehensive survey of interpretations of the Great War from 1914 to 2020.
The Electrification of Russia, 1880–1926 Jonathan Coopersmith 2016-11-01 The Electrification of Russia, 1880–1926 is the first full account of the widespread adoption of
electricity in Russia, from the beginning in the 1880s to its early years as a state technology under Soviet rule. Jonathan Coopersmith has mined the archives for both the
tsarist and the Soviet periods to examine a crucial element in the modernization of Russia. Coopersmith shows how the Communist Party forged an alliance with engineers to
harness the socially transformative power of this science-based enterprise. A centralized plan of electrification triumphed, to the benefit of the Communist Party and the
detriment of local governments and the electrical engineers. Coopersmith’s narrative of how this came to be elucidates the deep-seated and chronic conflict between the
utopianism of Soviet ideology and the reality of Soviet politics and economics.
Empires at War Robert Gerwarth 2014-07-03 Empires at War, 1911-1923 offers a new perspective on the history of the Great War. It expands the story of the war both in time
and space to include the violent conflicts that preceded and followed the First World War, from the 1911 Italian invasion of Libya to the massive violence that followed the
collapse of the Ottoman, Russian, and Austrian empires until 1923. It also presents the war as a global war of empires rather than a a European war between nation-states.
This volume tells the story of the millions of imperial subjects called upon to defend their imperial governments' interest, the theatres of war that lay far beyond Europe,
and the wartime roles and experiences of innumerable peoples from outside the European continent. Empires at War covers the broad, global mobilizations that saw African
solders and Chinese labourers in the trenches of the Western Front, Indian troops in Jerusalem, and the Japanese military occupying Chinese territory. Finally, the volume
shows how the war set the stage for the collapse not only of specific empires, but of the imperial world order writ large.
Talk and Practical Epistemology Jack Sidnell 2005-01-01 Drawing on the methods of conversation analysis and ethnography, this book sets out to examine the epistemological
practices of Indo-Guyanese villagers as these are revealed in their talk and daily conduct. Based on over eighty-five hours of conversation recorded during twelve months of
ethnographic fieldwork, the book describes both the social distribution of knowledge and the villagers' methods for distinguishing between fact and fancy, knowledge and
belief through close analyses of particular encounters. The various chapters consider uncertainty and expertise in advice-giving, the cultivation of ignorance in an attempt
to avoid scandal, and the organization of peer groups through the display of knowledge in the activity of reminiscing local history. An orienting chapter on questions and an
appendix provide an introduction to conversation analysis. The book makes a contribution to linguistic anthropology, conversation analysis and cross-cultural pragmatics. The
conclusion discusses the implications of the analysis for current understanding of practice, knowledge and social organization in anthropology and neighboring disciplines.
ECJ--recent Developments in Direct Taxation Michael Lang 2006-01-01 A growing number of cases pending before trhe European Court of Justice (ECJ) concern the fundamental
freedoms and direct taxation. This book scrutinises the national background of the most important of these cases and examines possible infringements of fundamental freedoms.
The focus of each analysis is on the questions submitted to the ECJ by the national courts. Moreover, where available, the opinion of the Advocate General is discussed. The
cases are presented by esteemed national and European tax law experts. This book goes to the heart of the national tax systems, exposing hidden obstacles to fundamental
freedoms.
Pavlin Nikolaj Leskov 2013-01-01 Velikij russkij pisatel' N. S. Leskov stremilsya v svoem tvorchestve postignut' zhizn' raznyh klassov, sotsial'nyh grupp, soslovij Rossii,
sozdat' mnogokrasochnyj, slozhnyj, vo mnogom esche ne izuchennyj obraz vsej strany v odin iz samyh trudnyh periodov ee suschestvovaniya.
Western Technology and Soviet Economic Development: 1945 to 1965 Antony C. Sutton 1968
Subway City Michael W. Brooks 1997 Traces the development of the subway from its inception to its decline as an overcrowded and dangerous part of city life - Explores how it
has been represented in film and art - Gives women's experiences of the subway - Examines the city's racial tensions - Skyscapers - Spatial layout of the city - Urban space.
Mass Culture in Soviet Russia James Von Geldern 1995 Russian texts of the songs are included in the book.
Putin's Wars Marcel H. Van Herpen 2015-07-01 This fully updated book offers the first systematic analysis of Putin’s three wars, placing the Second Chechen War, the war with
Georgia of 2008, and the war with Ukraine of 2014–2015 in their broader historical context. Drawing on extensive original Russian sources, Marcel H. Van Herpen analyzes in
detail how Putin’s wars were prepared and conducted, and why they led to allegations of war crimes and genocide. He shows how the conflicts functioned to consolidate and
legitimate Putin’s regime and explores how they were connected to a fourth, hidden, “internal war” waged by the Kremlin against the opposition. The author convincingly
argues that the Kremlin—relying on the secret services, the Orthodox Church, the Kremlin youth “Nashi,” and the rehabilitated Cossacks—is preparing for an imperial revival,
most recently in the form of a “Eurasian Union.” An essential book for understanding the dynamics of Putin’s regime, this study digs deep into the Kremlin’s secret long-term
strategies. Readable and clearly argued, it makes a compelling case that Putin’s regime emulates an established Russian paradigm in which empire building and despotic rule
are mutually reinforcing. As the first comprehensive exploration of the historical antecedents and political continuity of the Kremlin’s contemporary policies, Van Herpen’s
work will make a valuable contribution to the literature on post-Soviet Russia, and his arguments will stimulate a fascinating and vigorous debate.
Soviet Women on the Frontline in the Second World War R. Markwick 2012-06-26 This is the first comprehensive study in English of Soviet women who fought against the
genocidal, misogynist, Nazi enemy on the Eastern Front during the Second World War. Drawing on a vast array of original archival, memoir, and published sources, this book
captures the everyday experiences of Soviet women fighting, living and dying on the front.
The Use of History in Putin's Russia James C. Pearce 2020-10-06 History is not just a study of past events, but a product and an idea for the modernisation and consolidation
of the nation. ‘The Use of History in Putin’s Russia’ examines how the past is perceived in contemporary Russia and analyses the ways in which the Russian state uses history
to create a broad coalition of consensus and forge a new national identity. Central to issues of governance and national identity, the Russian state utilises history for the
purpose of state-building and reviving Russia’s national consciousness in the twenty-first century. Assessing how history mediates the complex relationship between state and
population, this book analyses the selection process of constructing and recycling a preferred historical narrative to create loyal, patriotic citizens, ultimately aiding
its modernisation. Different historical spheres of Russian life are analysed in-depth including areas of culture, politics, education, and anniversaries. The past is not
just a state matter, a socio-political issue linked to the modernisation process, containing many paradoxes. This book has wide-ranging appeal, not only for professors and
students specialising in Russia and the former Soviet Space in the fields of History and Memory, International Relations, Educational Studies, and Intercultural
Communication but also for policymakers and think-tanks.
Rewriting History in Soviet Russia R. Markwick 2001-02-01 This book explores the political significance of the development of historical revisionism in the USSR under
Khrushchev in the wake of the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU and its demise with the onset of the 'period of stagnation' under Brezhnev. On the basis of intensive interviews
and original manuscript material, the book demonstrates that the vigorous rejuvenation of historiography undertaken by Soviet historians in the 1960s conceptually cleared
the way for and fomented the dramatic upheaval in Soviet historical writing occasioned by the advent of perestroika.
Manufacturing Inequality Laura Lee Downs 1995 Manufacturing Inequality compares the complex historical process whereby metals employers in two distinct national and cultural
settings first brought women into their factories and then reorganized work procedures and managerial structures to accommodate the new workforce. Drawing from an extensive
range of previously untapped industrial archives, Laura Lee Downs analyzes how sexual difference was transformed from a principle for excluding women into a basis for
dividing labor within the newly restructured production process. She explores the origins of wage discrimination and occupational segregation through the lens of managerial
strategy, tracing the gendered redefinition of job skills, the division of the shop floor into hierarchically ordered spaces, the deployment of women welfare supervisors,
and the implantation of scientific management techniques. Through its detailed comparative analysis of employers' attitudes toward women workers, Manufacturing Inequality
mounts a careful critique of both neoclassical economics and feminist dual systems as frameworks for understanding gender discrimination in industry.
Criminal Code of the Russian Federation Russia (Federation) 1999
The Five Dollar Day Stephen Meyer III 1981-06-30 In 1903, Henry Ford founded the Ford Motor Company in a small Detroit workshop. Five years later, he introduced the Model T
and met with extraordinary commercial success. Between 1910 and 1914, he developed mass production and made the conveyor a symbol of the auto-industrial age. Then, in 1914,
Ford acquired an overnight reputation as humanitarian, philanthropist and social reformer; and simultaneously infuriated the business community and stunned social reformers
with his announcement of the outrageous Five Dollar Day. More than simply high-wage policy, the Five Dollar Day attempted to solve attitudinal and behavioral problems with
an effort to change the worker’s domestic environment. Half of the five dollars represented “wages” and the other half was called “profits”—which the worker received only
when he met specific standards of efficiency and home life that accorded with the ideal of an American way of life which the company felt was the basis for industrial
efficiency. The unique and short-lived Ford program did not succeed, yet its significance as an early managerial strategy goes beyond the boundaries of success or failure.
The Ford Motor Company was uniquely situated in the historical evolution of labor management and industrial technology, and this readable study of that evolution, which
highlights the Ford workers, is a chapter in the larger history of labor and work in America. Stephen Meyer III, Professor of Urban Studies at the University of Wisconsin,
Milwaukee, is one of the new historians who have begun to address the profound social impact of technology on the world of work.
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